SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE

SIMPLIFY SaaS WITH ORCHESTRATION BY CDW
Cloud-based services have become conventional for organizations of all sizes. In order to keep up with the
daily diﬃculties of managing increased network demands, an integrated cloud platform can simplify expanding
data centers. The beneﬁts of the cloud are clear: more agile and scalable networks, reduced costs, increased
mobility, and more. But fears of integrating sensitive data and applications into the cloud concern many riskaverse IT managers. Improper implementation could, in fact, leave your whole system vulnerable. Fortunately,
CDW can help you choose and deploy the right SaaS solution while helping you integrate it seamlessly into your
organization. Our experts take a unique approach to ensure your employees can enjoy greater mobility and
connectedness on a cloud platform that works best for your business.

PEOPLE WHO GET IT
Our experts can help you navigate a rapidly expanding SaaS market. CDW can also guide you through
migration and implementation. Through a detailed assessment, design and deployment process, we can
solve your speciﬁc business challenges and help you achieve your objectives.
Working with more than 50 of the market’s industry-leading providers, CDW can provide you with
tailored cloud solutions. We use our partnerships and expertise to bring you the right software, the best
possible solution and the peace of mind to run your business.
Our dedicated staﬀ of cloud client executives delivers standout oﬀerings, professional installation and
comprehensive assessments. CDW will design a migration and integration strategy with clear-cut
beneﬁts and low risk.

CASE STUDY

“… the CDW support that comes
after the implementation
makes the program well worth it
for the peace of mind it gives.”
Jeff Moss
CIO, Donald J Pliner

SUPPORTING A GROWING BUSINESS WITH
CLOUD SERVICES
Learn how we helped luxury footwear company
Donald J Pliner incorporate a complete cloud solution
to make their growing business function on a whole
new level. With the right IT strategy in place, they were
free to concentrate on innovation and development.

CDW.com/cloudfootwear

THE CDW APPROACH
CDW oﬀers a collection of planning services including guidance, assessment and optional engagements
to coordinate your business goals with a specialized cloud plan. With our Migration Services, you can
convert legacy applications and workloads as well as enable new cloud technology. And with our
Integration Services, you can connect existing infrastructure with new cloud components.
ASSESS
We’ll start with a kickoﬀ consultation and cloud-readiness assessment with your
dedicated cloud experts. This provides insight into your current environment so we can
build a SaaS solution to ﬁt your needs and goals.
DESIGN
Our experts can assist with migration by creating a plan for implementation and helping
you transfer your servers, applications and databases. We’ll help the process go
smoothly and conduct a post-migration assessment to help ensure success.
DEPLOY
We’ll help you determine the right cloud provider and design a seamless strategy for the
cloud. And with our Integration Services, we’ll make sure your existing infrastructure is
equipped to handle your migration and will work alongside your new solution.
MANAGE
If you’d rather focus on other projects, we can also manage or host your cloud solution for
you. You can scale the amount of service you want us to handle and enjoy access to our
expert engineers and 24/7/365 remote-hands network connectivity.

PARTNERS WHO GET IT

Oﬃce 365™ is an advanced
productivity solution that
allows your employees to
work how they want with
trusted applications like Word,
Excel®, PowerPoint® and
Outlook® on all their favorite
devices (Windows®, iOS
and Android™).

Back up data on any
device and get state-ofthe-art protection with
Druva. A centralized
repository of backed-up
ﬁles allows for rapid
data recovery for lost or
stolen devices as well
as remote user access to
any ﬁle from any device.

A leader in mobility
management, Okta is an
integrated identity and
mobility management
system. It is designed
to connect users to cloud
applications from mobile
devices on a user-friendly
and secure platform.

IBM Connections™ Cloud
is a leading social network
platform that helps you get
work done. Connections
allows your organization
to engage the right people,
accelerate innovation and
deliver results.

To learn how we can help your organization achieve cloud readiness,
call your account manager at 800.800.4239 or visit CDW.com/cloud
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